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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention:

[0001] The present invention relates to a clamp appa-
ratus for clamping a workpiece with a clamp arm, which
operates in accordance with the driving action of a driv-
ing unit.

Description of the Related Art:

[0002] Conventionally, for example, in welding com-
ponents of automobiles or the like, a clamp apparatus
has been used for clamping the components (for exam-
ple, see Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication No.
9-192968).
[0003] In Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication No.
9-192968, as shown in FIG. 10, a clamp apparatus com-
prises an outer cylinder 2 and clamp arms 3a and 3b.
The outer cylinder 2 has a contact surface 1 at a top end
for a workpiece (not shown) to be in contact with the
contact surface 1. The clamp arms 3a and 3b clamp the
workpiece on the contact surface 1. At one end of the
outer cylinder 2, a positioning pin 4 is arranged being
inserted into an unillustrated positioning hole defined in
the workpiece.
[0004] At the other end of the outer cylinder 2, a driv-
ing cylinder 5 for a positioning pin and a driving cylinder
6 for clamp arms are respectively provided. The driving
cylinder 5 for a positioning pin changes an external di-
ameter of the positioning pin 4 with respect to the posi-
tioning hole by displacing the positioning pin 4 in an axial
direction. The driving cylinder 6 for clamp arms displac-
es the clamp arms 3a and 3b in the axial direction.
[0005] The conventional clamp apparatus discloses
in Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication No.
9-192968 requires two driving units, that is, the driving
cylinder 5 for displacing the positioning pin 4 and the
driving cylinder 6 for operating the clamp arms 3a and
3b. Therefore, in the above clamp apparatus, there are
disadvantages that the size of the entire apparatus be-
comes large and production costs thereof become high.
Further, when the above clamp apparatus is provided in
an arm of a robot, there is a disadvantage that the arm
of the robot suffers from a heavy load, since the size of
the entire apparatus becomes large and the weight
thereof becomes high.
[0006] The document EP 0 894 572 A1 discloses a
clamp apparatus based on a two-piston-system. First,
when clamping a workpiece, an outer piston is actuated
to move a certain distance and advance a positioning
pin. Then, while the outer piston is held in this position
by a clamp element retaining a pin, an inner piston is
retracted in an opposite direction to cause the clamp
arms to engage the workpiece. This device operates
quite similarly to the prior art described above in relation

to Fig. 10.
[0007] The device according to FR-A 2 733 930 sim-
ilarly operates based on an outer piston and an inner
slide. More specifically, the outer piston is first advanced
forwardly under operation of biasing springs and while
held in this position, an inner slide is moved to cause
clamp arms to engage the workpiece.
[0008] The document FR-A 2 755 049 again discloses
a two-piston-system having an outer piston which is dis-
placed for moving a positioning pin, and an inner piston
which actuates the clamp arms.
[0009] The document FR-A 2 757 437 discloses a
clamp apparatus having a single piston displacing a rod
member, wherein further advancing displacement of the
rod causes a tongue-like linkage mechanism to actuate
the clamp arms to engage a workpiece. However, the
linkage mechanism of the known device uses only a sin-
gle horizontal long groove to guide the movement of the
clamp arms.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] A general object of the present invention is to
provide a clamp apparatus for operating a positioning
pin and a clamp arm respectively by one driving unit,
thereby allowing the entire apparatus to have a compact
shape and to have a light weight.
[0011] According to the invention there is provided a
clamp apparatus comprising the features of claim 1.
[0012] The above and other objects, features and ad-
vantages of the present invention will become more ap-
parent from the following description when taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings in which a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention is shown by
way of illustrative example.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view along an axial
direction of a clamp apparatus according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG 2 is a perspective view of a workpiece clamp
unit of the clamp apparatus;
FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view of the work-
piece clamp unit;
FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view of the work-
piece clamp unit;
FIG. 5 is a longitudinal sectional view taken along
the line V-V shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 6 is an explanatory view for illustrating an op-
eration showing an initial position of an unclamp
state of the clamp apparatus;
FIG. 7 is an explanatory view for illustrating an op-
eration showing the clamp arm rotated by a prede-
termined angle from the state shown in FIG. 6;
FIG. 8 is an explanatory view for illustrating an op-
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eration showing the clamp arm further rotated by a
predetermined angle from the state shown in FIG. 7;
FIG. 9 is a partial longitudinal sectional view show-
ing a clamp state of a workpiece; and
FIG. 10 is a longitudinal sectional view of a conven-
tional clamp apparatus.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0014] The clamp apparatus according to the present
invention will be exemplified by a preferred embodi-
ment, and it will be described in detail below with refer-
ence to accompanying drawings.
[0015] In FIG. 1, a clamp apparatus 10 according to
an embodiment of the present invention is shown. The
clamp apparatus 10 comprises a workpiece clamp unit
20 including a positioning pin 16 for being inserted into
a positioning hole 14 formed in a workpiece 12 (see FIG.
9) to determine the position when the workpiece 12 is
clamped, and clamp arms 18a, 18b for clamping the
workpiece 12; and a driving unit (driving mechanism) 22
for interlocking the positioning pin 16 and the clamp
arms 18a, 18b substantially simultaneously.
[0016] The driving unit 22 includes a cylinder tube
(body) 24 having a cylindrical configuration, a piston 30
with a piston packing 26 installed to an annular groove
on its outer circumferential surface, for making displace-
ment along a cylinder chamber 28 formed in the cylinder
tube 24, a piston rod (rod member) 32 with its one end
fastened to the piston 30, and a cylindrical bearing mem-
ber 36 held by an expanded section 34 of the cylinder
tube 24. A plurality of pressure fluid inlet/outlet ports (not
shown), which are connected to an unillustrated pres-
sure fluid supply source for supplying a pressure fluid to
an upper cylinder chamber 28a and a lower cylinder
chamber 28b comparted by the piston 30 respectively,
are formed for the cylinder tube 24.
[0017] A rod packing 38, which slidably contacts with
the outer circumferential surface of the piston rod 32 to
function as a seal, is installed to the inner circumferential
surface of the bearing member 36. A cover member 40
for closing the cylinder chamber 28 is installed to a first
end of the cylinder tube 24 by the aid of a retaining ring
42. An O-ring 44 for maintaining the airtight state of the
cylinder chamber 28 is installed to an annular groove on
the outer circumferential surface of the cover member
40.
[0018] A dog 46 is fixed to the outer circumferential
surface of the piston rod 32. A sensor 48 is arranged for
detecting the position of the piston 30 by detecting the
dog 46 which is displaceable integrally with the piston
30. The sensor 48 is fixed to the cylinder tube 24 by the
aid of a holding member 50.
[0019] As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, the workpiece
clamp unit 20 includes a stepped ring member 56 which
has a circular opening 52 formed at a central portion, for
being coupled to the end of the cylinder tube 24 by the

aid of unillustrated screw members to be inserted into
holes 54; and the positioning pin 16 which is provided
displaceably in the axial direction through the circular
opening 52.
[0020] The positioning pin 16 comprises a pin section
64 which is provided with a tapered surface 58 having
its diameter gradually reduced to a first end, a circum-
ferential surface 60 which continues to the tapered sur-
face 58, and an accommodating hole 62 for accommo-
dating the pair of clamp arms 18a, 18b; and a pair of
block members 66a, 66b which are integrally coupled to
the lower end of the pin section 64 and which are op-
posed to one another while being separated from each
other by a predetermined distance. Each of the block
members 66a, 66b has a long hole 72 for inserting a
fixed pin 70 which extends in the axial direction and
which is pivotably supported by a pair of bearing mem-
bers 68a, 68b as described later on, and an engaging
hole 76 which extends in a direction substantially per-
pendicular to the axis, for making engagement with a
pair of first movable pin 74a and a second movable pin
74b respectively as described later on.
[0021] The stepped ring member 56 is formed with an
annular contact surface 80 for making contact with the
workpiece 12 to clamp the workpiece 12 in cooperation
with pawls 78 of the clamp arms 18a, 18b. The pair of
bearing members 68a, 68b are interposed between the
stepped ring member 56 and the cylinder tube 24 by the
aid of bolts 82 fastened to the cylinder tube 24 (see FIG.
5). Holes 84 for pivotably supporting the fixed pin 70 are
formed through upper portions of the pair of bearing
members 68a, 68b respectively. The pair of clamp arms
18a, 18b is provided so that they are rotatable by pre-
determined angles about a center of rotation of the fixed
pin 70 to be attached as a shaft. The pair of bearing
members 68a, 68b are formed with grooves 88 which
are formed to have a substantially semielliptic configu-
ration for making engagement with a coupling pin 86 as
described later on. The grooves 88 are engaged with
the coupling pin 86 so that they function to prevent the
coupling pin 86 from disengagement, and they function
to prevent a holding fixture 90 from rotation as described
later on.
[0022] The holding fixture 90 is coupled to the other
end of the piston rod 32 by the aid of the coupling pin
86. The holding fixture 90 is provided so that it is dis-
placeable in the axial direction integrally with the piston
rod 32. A recess 92 is formed at a substantially central
portion of the holding fixture 90, for operating the pair of
clamp arms which are rotatably supported by the fixed
pin 70. A pair of engaging long grooves 94a, 94b, which
are inclined by predetermined angles while slanting
downwardly to the right and the left respectively, are
formed on both sides of the recess 92. The first movable
pin 74a and the second movable pin 74b are engaged
with the engaging long grooves 94a, 94b. The first mov-
able pin 74a and the second movable pin 74b are pro-
vided so that they are rollable along the engaging long
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grooves 94a, 94b.
[0023] The block members 66a, 66b of the positioning
pin 16 are installed to the holding fixture 90 by the aid
of step sections. In this arrangement, the first movable
pin 74a and the second movable pin 74b are provided
so that they are supported by the engaging holes 76
formed in the block members 66a, 66b, the engaging
long grooves 94a, 94b formed in the holding fixture 90,
and the long grooves 96 formed in the clamp arms 18a,
18b.
[0024] The pair of clamp arms 18a, 18b has an iden-
tical shape respectively. Each of the clamp arms 18a,
18b has the pawl 78 for clamping the workpiece 12, the
long groove 96 provided on the side opposite to the pawl
78, for engaging with the first movable pin 74a and the
second movable pin 74b, and the hole 98 for allowing
the fixed pin 70 to penetrate therethrough to be support-
ed thereby as the shaft.
[0025] The holding fixture 90, the first movable pin
74a, the second movable pin 74b, and the block mem-
bers 66a, 66b function as the driving force-transmitting
mechanism.
[0026] The clamp apparatus 10 according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention is basically construct-
ed as described above. Next, its operation, function, and
effect will be explained.
[0027] At first, the clamp apparatus 10 is attached to
an arm of a robot (not shown) by the aid of an unillus-
trated attachment means. First ends of unillustrated
tube members such as tubes are connected to the pair
of pressure fluid inlet/outlet ports (not shown) respec-
tively, and second ends of the tube members are con-
nected to the unillustrated pressure fluid supply source.
[0028] FIG. 6 shows an unclamped state, and FIG. 8
shows a clamped state. The following description will be
made assuming that the unclamped state shown in FIG.
6 is the initial position.
[0029] In this arrangement, at the initial position
shown in FIG. 6, the pair of clamp arms 18a, 18b are
accommodated in the accommodating hole 62, giving a
state in which they do not protrude from the tapered sur-
face 58 of the pin section 64. The first movable pin 74a
and the second movable pin 74b are positioned on the
upper sides of the engaging long grooves 94a, 94b re-
spectively in the vicinity of the fixed pin 70 disposed at
the substantially central portion.
[0030] As shown in FIG. 9, the workpiece 12, which
is the member to be fixed, is composed of a grip-shaped
fastening member having the positioning hole 14. The
workpiece 12 is positioned and fixed to the lower surface
of a planar panel member 100 by using the clamp ap-
paratus 10 according to the embodiment of the present
invention, and the joined surface of the panel member
100 and the workpiece 12 is welded by the aid of an
unillustrated welding means.
[0031] After performing the preparatory operation as
described above, the unillustrated arm of the robot is
operated so that the positioning pin 16 of the clamp arm

10 is allowed to approach the positioning hole 14 of the
fastening member as the workpiece 12, and the clamp
apparatus 10 is moved to the position at which the po-
sitioning hole 14 corresponds to the positioning pin 16.
[0032] At an initial position at which the positioning
hole 14 of the workpiece 12 corresponds to the position-
ing pin 16, the unillustrated pressure fluid supply source
is operated to introduce the pressure fluid (for example,
compressed air) from the first pressure fluid inlet/outlet
port into the cylinder chamber 28b disposed on the lower
side of the piston 30. The piston 30 is pressed in accord-
ance with the action of the pressure fluid introduced into
the lower cylinder chamber 28b, and the piston 30 is
moved upwardly along the cylinder chamber 28.
[0033] In this arrangement, the piston rod 32 and the
holding fixture 90, which are coupled to one another by
the aid of the coupling pin 86, are moved upwardly in-
tegrally with the piston 30. The positioning pin 16 is
moved upwardly by a predetermined distance along the
long holes 72 formed in the block members 66a, 66b of
the positioning pin 16. Accordingly, the positioning pin
16 is inserted, in a positioned state, into the positioning
hole 14 of the workpiece 12 along with the tapered sur-
face 58.
[0034] The piston rod 32 and the holding fixture 90,
which are coupled to one another by the aid of the cou-
pling pin 86, are moved upwardly integrally with the pis-
ton 30. Accordingly, the first movable pin 74a and the
second movable pin 74b are moved downwardly along
the engaging long grooves 94a, 94b which are inclined
by the predetermined angles, and they are displaced
along the engaging holes 76 which extend substantially
in the horizontal direction. In other words, the first mov-
able pin 74a and the second movable pin 74b are moved
downwardly while rolling respectively along the engag-
ing long grooves 94a, 94b slanting downwardly to the
left and the right, and they are displaced from the center
in the direction to make separation from each other
along the engaging holes 76 which are disposed sub-
stantially horizontally (see FIG. 7). The fixed pin 70 is in
a fixed state, because it is supported by the bearing
members 68a, 68b.
[0035] In this arrangement, the first movable pin 74a
and the second movable pin 74b are engaged with the
long grooves 96 of the pair of clamp arms 18a, 18b. Ac-
cordingly, the pair of clamp arms 18a, 18b are rotated
and displaced about the center of rotation of the fixed
pin 70 such that the pawls 78 are rotated and displaced
in the directions to make approach to the contact surface
80 respectively.
[0036] As described above, the positioning pin 16 is
moved upwardly to be inserted into the positioning hole
14 of the workpiece 12, simultaneously with which the
clamp arms 18a, 18b are rotated and displaced in the
directions to make approach to the contact surface 80
while being interlocked with the positioning pin 16, in
accordance with the driving action of the single driving
unit 22.
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[0037] The displacement amount, which is brought
about when the positioning pin 16 is moved upwardly,
is set to be smaller than the displacement amount of the
piston 30. That is, the displacement amount of the po-
sitioning pin 16 is determined depending on the angle
of inclination of the engaging long grooves 94a, 94b
formed in the holding fixture 90. The larger the angle of
inclination with respect to the horizontal axis is, the larg-
er the displacement amount of the positioning pin 16 is.
[0038] As shown in FIG. 8, the first movable pin 74a
and the second movable pin 74b arrive at the downward
terminal ends of the engaging long grooves 94a 94b
which are inclined by the predetermined angles, and
they arrive at the ends of the engaging holes 76 which
are disposed substantially horizontally. Accordingly, the
workpiece 12 is clamped between the pawls 78 of the
clamp arms 18a, 18b and the contact surface 80 of the
stepped ring member 56. Thus, the workpiece 12 is fixed
by the aid of the clamp arms 18a, 18b in the state of
being positioned at the predetermined position by the
positioning pin 16 inserted into the positioning hole 14
(see FIG. 9).
[0039] The stop position at the upward end of the pis-
ton 30 is detected by the sensor 48 by the aid of the dog
46.
[0040] In the state in which the workpiece 12 is
clamped, the desired operation is performed, for exam-
ple, by means of the unillustrated welding means. After
that, the pressure fluid is supplied to the upper cylinder
chamber 28a to move the piston 30 downwardly in ac-
cordance with the switching action of an unillustrated
changeover valve. Accordingly, the positioning pin 16 is
moved downwardly in the direction to make separation
from the positioning hole 14 of the workpiece 12. The
clamp arms 18a, 18b are rotated and displaced in the
directions opposite to the above while being interlocked
with the positioning pin 16. Thus, the clamped state is
released.
[0041] That is, the piston rod 32 and the holding fixture
90, which are coupled to one another by the aid of the
coupling pin 86, are moved downwardly integrally with
the piston 30. Accordingly, the positioning pin 16 is
moved downwardly along with the long holes 72. Sub-
stantially simultaneously, the first movable pin 74a and
the second movable pin 74b are moved upwardly while
rolling respectively along the engaging long grooves
94a, 94b which are inclined by the predetermined an-
gles, and they are displaced in the directions to make
approach to one another from the ends toward the cent-
er along the engaging holes 76 which are disposed sub-
stantially horizontally. Therefore, the positioning pin 16
is displaced so that it is separated from the positioning
hole 14, simultaneously with which the pair of clamp
arms 18a, 18b are rotated and displaced in the direc-
tions to make separation from the workpiece 12 respec-
tively. The clamp arms 18a, 18b are accommodated in
the accommodating hole 62 formed in the positioning
pin 16. Thus, restoration is made to the initial position

shown in FIG. 6.
[0042] In the embodiment of the present invention, the
positioning pin 16 which is displaced in the axial direc-
tion, and the clamp arms 18a, 18b which are operated
and rotated by the predetermined angles about the cent-
er of rotation of the fixed pin 70 can be operated sub-
stantially simultaneously in accordance with the driving
action of the single driving unit 22.
[0043] Therefore, the positioning pin 16 is interlocked
with the clamp arms 18a, 18b by using the single driving
unit 22. Accordingly, it is unnecessary to provide distinct
driving sources for the positioning pin and for the clamp
arms respectively. Thus, it is possible to obtain a com-
pact shape of the entire apparatus, and the production
cost can be reduced. Further, the load on the arm of the
robot can be mitigated by allowing the entire apparatus
to have a light weight, and it is possible to improve the
operability of the arm of the robot.
[0044] In the embodiment of the present invention, the
displacement amount of the positioning pin 16, which is
brought about during the upward movement or the
downward movement thereof, is set to be different from
the displacement amount of the piston 30. That is, in the
embodiment of the present invention, the displacement
amount of the positioning pin 16 is determined by the
angles of inclination of the engaging long grooves 94a,
94b formed on the holding fixture 90. The displacement
amount of the positioning pin 16 is set to be about a half
of the displacement amount of the piston 30. The appa-
ratus can be preferably used even in the case of a small
spacing distance D (see FIG. 9) between the panel
member 100 and the positioning hole 14 of the work-
piece 12, by setting the displacement amount of the po-
sitioning pin 16 to be small as compared with the dis-
placement amount of the piston 30 as described above.
[0045] In the embodiment of the present invention, the
apparatus is designed such that the clamped state is
given in which the workpiece 12 is clamped when the
piston 30 arrives at the top dead center when the cylin-
der is used as the driving source. The workpiece 12 is
clamped when the pressure-receiving area of the piston
30 is maximum, i.e., when the driving force of the cylin-
der is maximum. Therefore, the clamping force on the
workpiece 12 can be exhibited up to the maximum.
[0046] In the embodiment of the present invention, the
cylinder is used as the driving unit 22. However, there
is no limitation thereto. It is also preferable to use, for
example, an unillustrated electric actuator or an unillus-
trated electric motor. In the embodiment of the present
invention, explanation has been made by using the pair
of clamp arms 18a, 18b. However, there is no limitation
thereto. It is also possible to use a single clamp arm or
a plurality of clamp arms.
[0047] According to the present invention, the follow-
ing effect is obtained.
[0048] That is, the single driving mechanism can be
used to operate the positioning pin and the clamp arms
substantially simultaneously. Therefore, it is unneces-
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sary to provide respective driving mechanism corre-
sponding to the clamp arms and the positioning pin. Ac-
cordingly, the shape of the entire apparatus can be
made compact, and it is possible to obtain a light weight.
As a result, the number of parts can be decreased, and
the production cost can be reduced.

Claims

1. A clamp apparatus for clamping a workpiece (12)
by clamp arms (18a, 18b), the workpiece (12) posi-
tioned by inserting a positioning pin (16) into a po-
sitioning hole (14) formed in the workpiece (12),
comprising:

a body (24);

a single driving mechanism (22) having a single
piston for displacing a rod member (32) provid-
ed in said body (24) along an axial direction of
said body (24);

said clamp arms (18a, 18b) rotatable by prede-
termined angles in accordance with the displac-
ing action of said rod member (32);

said positioning pin (16) displaceable along the
axial direction of said body (24) in accordance
with the displacing action of said rod member
(32); and

driving force-transmitting mechanism (66a,
66b, 74a, 74b, 90) for operating said clamp
arms (18a, 18b) and said positioning pin (16)
respectively, substantially simultaneously by
transmitting driving force of said driving mech-
anism (22) to said clamp arms (18a, 18b) and
said positioning pin (16), respectively,

wherein said driving force-transmitting mechanism
comprises a holding fixture (90) coupled to said rod
member, engaging long grooves (94a, 94b) formed
on said holding fixture and inclined by predeter-
mined angles, engaging holes (76) formed in said
positioning pin (16) and extending substantially hor-
izontally, a long groove (96) provided on each of the
clamp arms (18a, 18b) and movable pins (74a, 74b)
engaged with said engaging long grooves (94a,
94b), said engaging holes (76) and said long groove
(96), respectively.

2. The clamp apparatus according to claim 1, wherein
said holding fixture (90) is coupled to said rod mem-
ber (32) by a couple pin (86), said coupling pin (86)
is provided so as to being engaged with a groove
(88) formed on bearing members (68a, 68b) which
pivotably supports said clamp arms (18a, 18b) via

a fixed pin (70).

3. The clamp apparatus according to claim 1, wherein
said driving mechanism comprises at least a cylin-
der.

4. The clamp apparatus according to claim 1, wherein
displacement amount of said positioning pin (16) is
determined by an angle of inclination with respect
to a horizontal axis of said engaging long grooves
(94a, 94b).

5. The clamp apparatus according to claim 4, wherein
the displacement amount of said positioning pin
(16) is set to be about a half of displacement amount
of the piston (30).

6. The clamp apparatus according to claim 1, wherein
said body (24) is provided with a sensor (48) for de-
tecting a position of said rod member (32) by de-
tecting a dog (46) fixed to said rod member (32).

Patentansprüche

1. Klemmvorrichtung zum Klemmen eines Werk-
stücks (12) durch Klemmarme (18a, 18b), wobei
das Werkstück (12) durch Einführen eines Positio-
nierungsstiftes (16) in ein in dem Werkstück (12)
ausgebildetes Positionierungsloch (14) positioniert
wird, mit:

einem Körper (24);

einem einzigen Antriebsmechanismus (22),
welcher einen einzigen Kolben zum Verstellen
eines Stabelementes (32) aufweist, das im Kör-
per (24) entlang einer axialen Richtung des
Körpers (24) angeordnet ist;

den Klemmarmen (18a, 18b), welche im Ein-
klang mit der Verstellwirkung des Stabelemen-
tes (32) um vorbestimmte Winkel drehbar sind;

dem Positionierungsstift (16), welcher im Ein-
klang mit der Verstellwirkung des Stabelemen-
tes (32) entlang der Axialrichtung des Körpers
(24) beweglich ist; und

einem Antriebskraftübertragungsmechanis-
mus (66a, 66b, 74a, 74b, 90) zum Betätigen der
Klemmarme (18a, 18b) bzw. des Positionie-
rungsstiftes (16) im Wesentlichen gleichzeitig
durch Übertragen der Antriebskraft des An-
triebsmechanismus (22) auf die Klemmarme
(18a, 18b) bzw. den Positionierungsstift (16),

wobei der Antriebskraftübertragungsmechanismus
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eine an das Stabelement gekoppelte Haltevorrich-
tung (90) aufweist, Eingriffslangnuten (94a, 94b),
die an der Haltevorrichtung ausgebildet und um vor-
bestimmte Winkel geneigt sind, Eingriffslöcher (76),
die im Positionierungsstift (16) ausgebildet sind und
sich im Wesentlichen waagerecht erstrecken, eine
Langnut (96), die an jedem der Klemmarme (18a,
18b) vorgesehen ist, sowie bewegliche Stifte (74a,
74b), die in die Eingriffslangnuten (94a, 94b), in die
Eingriffslöcher (76) bzw. die Langnut (96) eingrei-
fen.

2. Klemmvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Hal-
tevorrichtung (90) durch einen Kupplungsstift (86)
mit dem Stabelement (32) gekoppelt ist, wobei der
Kupplungsstift (86) zum Eingreifen in eine an Lage-
relementen (68a, 68b) ausgebildete Nut (88) vorge-
sehen ist, welche die Klemmarme (18a, 18b) mittels
eines fixierten Stiftes (70) drehbar lagert.

3. Klemmvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der An-
triebsmechanismus mindestens einen Zylinder auf-
weist.

4. Klemmvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Be-
wegungsausmaß des Positionierungsstiftes (16)
durch einen Neigungswinkel in Bezug zu einer waa-
gerechten Achse der Eingriffslangnuten (94a, 94b)
bestimmt wird.

5. Klemmvorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Be-
wegungsausmaß des Positionierungsstiftes (16)
auf ungefähr die Hälfte des Hubes des Kolbens (30)
festgelegt ist.

6. Klemmvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Kör-
per (24) einen Sensor (48) aufweist, welcher eine
Position des Stabelementes (32) durch Detektieren
einer an dem Stabelementes (32) fixierten Klammer
(46) detektiert.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de serrage servant à serrer une pièce à
travailler (12) avec des bras de serrage (18a, 18b),
la pièce à travailler (12) étant positionnée en insé-
rant une tige de positionnement (16) dans un trou
de positionnement (14) formé dans la pièce à tra-
vailler (12), comprenant:

un corps (24);

un seul dispositif moteur (22) comportant un
seul piston unique pour déplacer une barre (32)
disposée dans ledit corps (24) le long d'une di-
rection axiale dudit corps (24);

lesdits bras de serrage (18a, 18b) pouvant tour-
ner de certains angles prédéterminés en ac-
cord avec l'action de déplacement de ladite
barre (32) ;

ladite tige de positionnement (16) pouvant être
déplacée le long de la direction axiale dudit
corps (24) en accord avec l'action de déplace-
ment de ladite barre (32) ; et

un dispositif de transmission de force motrice
(66a, 66b, 74a, 74b, 90) servant à manipuler
respectivement lesdits bras de serrage ( 18a,
18b) et ladite tige de positionnement (16) es-
sentiellement simultanément en transmettant
la force motrice dudit dispositif moteur (22) res-
pectivement aux bras de serrage (18a, 18b) et
à ladite tige de positionnement (16),

dans lequel ledit dispositif de transmission de force
motrice comprend une fixation (90) couplée à ladite
barre, des rainures oblongues d'engrenage (94a,
94b) disposées sur ladite fixation et inclinées d'an-
gles prédéterminés, des trous d'engrenage (76) dis-
posés dans ladite tige de positionnement (16) et
s'étendant essentiellement horizontalement, une
rainure oblongue (96) disposée dans chacun des
bras de serrage (18a, 18b) et des tiges mobiles
(74a, 74b) en engrenage avec respectivement les-
dites rainures oblongues d'engrenage (94a, 94b),
lesdits trous d'engrenage (76) et ladite rainure
oblongue (96).

2. Dispositif de serrage selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ladite fixation (90) est couplée à la dite barre
(32) par une tige de couplage (86), ladite tige de
couplage (86) étant prévue de telle façon qu'elle
s'engrène avec une rainure (88) disposée dans des
supports (68a, 68b) qui supportent lesdits bras de
serrage (18a, 18b) de façon pivotante par une tige
fixe (70).

3. Dispositif de serrage selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit dispositif moteur comprend au moins un
cylindre.

4. Dispositif de serrage selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel la quantité de déplacement de ladite tige de
positionnement (16) est déterminée par un angle
d'inclinaison par rapport à un axe horizontal desdi-
tes rainures oblongues d'engrainage (94a, 94b).

5. Dispositif de serrage selon la revendication 4, dans
lequel la quantité de déplacement de ladite tige de
positionnement (16) est fixée à environ la moitié de
la quantité de déplacement du piston (30).

6. Dispositif de serrage selon la revendication 1, dans
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lequel ledit corps (24) est pourvu d'un capteur (48)
pour détecter une position de ladite barre (32) en
détectant une agrafe (46) fixée à ladite barre (32).
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